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Bot Literacy
Teaching Librarians to Make 
Twitter Bots
Mark Eaton, Kingsborough Community College, CUNY
Robin Camille Davis, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY
Computers in Libraries Conference • March 27, 2019
Today’s talk
● What are bots?
● What is code literacy?
● A pedagogical approach to code familiarity
● Takeaways
What are bots?
What’s a bot?
A little computer program that does the same thing over and 
over again, with some pre-programmed variation.
A Twitter bot usually sends out a thematic tweet on a regular 
basis. The tweet is created using a script (code) and some 
data (text).
@everyword
@str_voyage
@EmojiTetra

This tiny printer checks the weather and prints out a forecast each morning
Source: Blogmywiki
Manipulative bots
●
●
●
What is bot literacy?
code.org csforall.org
President 
Obama at 
an Hour of 
Code event
There have been lots of claims that 
coding is a new literacy...

There have been other “new literacies”...
Others have suggested that 
rather than code being a “new” 
literacy, literacy itself is 
changing

Others have made similar claims:
Or maybe programming is *not* a 
literacy?
Some counter-arguments:
Goro, Justin. 2016. “Coding Is NOT the New Literacy.” October 13, 2016. 
https://medium.com/@justingoro/coding-is-not-the-new-literacy-da797424cbb5.
Granger, Chris. 2015. “Coding Is Not the New Literacy.” January 26, 2015. 
http://www.chris-granger.com/2015/01/26/coding-is-not-the-new-literacy/.
Category fight!
A good approach might be 
to ask humanistic questions 
about programming and 
literacy...
How are bots built?
What tools do I need to learn to make bots?
How do I deploy a bot?
What are the social implications of bot making?
What we want participants to learn
How do we do this in practice?
Learn about APIs
Work with a programming language
Develop practical strategies to solve programming problems
Think about the social context of bot-making
What is an API?
What are some useful APIs for librarians?
● Your catalog or discovery 
service (Primo, Summon…)
● Social media platforms
● OCLC
● DPLA
● Library of Congress
● LibGuides
● Zotero
● more...
An API call can look like this:
$ curl --request POST \
  --url https://api.twitter.com/1.1/tweets/search/30day/prod.json \
  --header 'authorization: Bearer iRBkKG5E2XzMDjRfl76ZC9Ub0wnz4XsNiRVBChTYbJcE3F' \
  --header 'content-type: application/json' \
  --data '{
                "query":"from:TwitterDev lang:en",
                "maxResults": "100",
                "fromDate":"201811010000", 
                "toDate":"201811062359"
                }'
Or it can look much simpler:
api.update_status(status=’Hello Twitter!’)

!!
??:)
Writing code is all about problem solving!


Our pedagogical approach:
Interesting
Quick-start
Scaffolded

:( Typical first chapters in learning Python
← (This will take longer 
than 2 minutes)
Source:
● Learning Python Lynda course https://www.lynda.com/Python-tutorials/Learning-Python/661773-2.html
● Dive Into Python http://web.archive.org/web/20170830002526/http://www.diveintopython.net:80/toc/index.html 
:) A better first chapter
Source: LearnPython.org
:( A typical starter program for learners
Source: Dive Into Python https://linux.die.net/diveintopython/html/getting_to_know_python/index.html 
:( A typical starter assignment
:) A better starter activity
:) A better way to start learning code
● Aim for familiarity, not fluency, at first
● Make it easy to begin running code
○ PythonAnywhere
○ Bundle of pre-written scripts
● Make something fun that learners can show off to other people
○ Twitter bots
● Start simple, get complex… 
Tip: Provide a glossary!
● Write your own 
plain-language definitions
● Helpful supplemental 
material
Scaffolded learning
Progressively move learners toward 
comprehension and independent learning
Scaffolded learning, cont.
● Common goal
● Ongoing evaluation + adaptive support
● Dialogues + interactions
● Gradual transfer of responsibility
Source:
● Great Schools Partnership. “Scaffolding Definition.” The Glossary of Education Reform, 2015. 
https://www.edglossary.org/scaffolding/.
● "Scaffolding." In Psychology of Classroom Learning: An Encyclopedia, edited by Eric M. Anderman and 
Lynley H. Anderman, 759-763. Vol. 2. Detroit, MI: Macmillan Reference USA, 2009. Gale Virtual Reference 
Library (accessed January 17, 2019).
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The “change stuff and see what happens” approach
Sends 1 tweet
Learner tinkers 
with a string 
and sees what 
an API can do
Sends 3 tweets 
Learner tinkers 
with a list and a 
for loop
Sends 5 tweets 
from a text file
Learner tinkers 
with external 
data
Tweets randomly- 
selected rows from 
a spreadsheet
Learner tinkers with 
a while loop, CSV 
format
Explain
Tinker
Q&A
→
Explain
Tinker
Q&A
→
Explain
Tinker
Q&A
→
See the code yourself at bit.ly/makeabot
Splices together 
ALA talk titles
Learner tinkers 
with data files 
and string 
operations
Tweets whenever 
another account 
tweets
Learner tinkers 
with functions 
from the Tweepy 
library
Generates new “This Is Just 
To Say” poem by 
substituting in random 
objects
Learner tinkers with data 
files and JSON format
Optional:
Tinker on 
your own
→
See the code yourself at bit.ly/makeabot

Structured formatting
No avatar
Nonsensical
Prolific output
These are some of the 
characteristics of bots that we 
found through making them. 
These hold true for other bots 
(including manipulative ones) 
as well.
Feedback from workshops
“I really enjoyed this. … I feel more confident about continuing on with learning 
Python than times I’ve previously taken a crack at it.” —Code4Lib participant
“This session was a great blend of hands on, theory, and information on 
practical uses of Python.” —ALA/LITA participant
“I felt the session focused more on bots and sample code than introducing 
us to the python language. ... That said, I do know enough now to find other 
resources to learn on my own.” —ALA/LITA participant
Note about new Twitter bot accounts
● Sign-up process for new accounts is now more rigorous 
● Not feasible to run this workshop again
● Alternatives
○ Slack bots
○ Mastodon bots
Takeaways
Bot literacy helps us to better 
understand our networked world
Making bots is an effective 
entry point into programming
A scaffolded approach is a good way to 
teach programming
Include creative time!
You can read a step-by-step walkthrough 
of our workshop in the Journal of 
Interactive Technology and Pedagogy:
And each iteration of the
workshop is on GitHub:
https://github.com/robincamille/bot-tutorial (December 2015)
https://github.com/robincamille/bot-tutorial-code4lib (February 2018)
https://github.com/MarkEEaton/bot-tutorial-ala (June 2018)
Thanks to Olivia Jester 
for all of the adorable 
public domain robot 
drawings
publicdomainpictures.net/en/browse-author.php?a=121563
Q&A
Things you could ask about:
● How to teach coding with other types of bots with besides 
Twitter bots
● How could you use bots in your library
● How to teach code on the cheap in your library
● Where to find teaching materials
Thank you!
Mark Eaton
● Kingsborough Community College, CUNY
● Mark.Eaton@kbcc.cuny.edu
● Mastodon: @ocertat@mastodon.sdf.org
Robin Camille Davis
● John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY
● RobDavis@jjay.cuny.edu
● Twitter: @robincamille
See the code yourself at bit.ly/makeabot
